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Abstract. The recently developed photopyroelectric spectroscopy (P2ES) has been used to
investigate phase transitions in solids. In our variable temperature experiments, specific
heat curves for Rochelle Salt and V204 powders were obtained and found in good
agreement with results obtained previously via more experimentally involved methods.
PACS: 64, 78

In the last few years, Photoacoustic Spectroscopy
(PAS) [-1-9] has been applied to the study of structural
phase transitions in solids. In those studies both
microphone-gas systems [1-6,8], and piezoelectric
detection systems [-7,9] to a lesser extent, were used
together with solid materials exhibiting first- and
second-order phase transitions. PAS was thus proven
to be a technique sensitive to both kinds of phase
transitions, giving mostly qualitative information concerning the temperature of the transition through both
amplitude and phase channels. Siqueira et al. [-3] and
Fern~indez et al. [6] have pointed out that
microphone-gas coupled PAS can yield quantitative
information about the product of the temperature
dependent thermal conductivity and the temperature
dependent specific heat of a solid sample using the
Rosencwaig-Gersho (RG) theory [-10], provided the
sample cell thermal response is known and normalized
out in the entire temperature range of the experiment.
Previously, Pichon et al. [2] used the RG theory to
show that only in the special case of thermally thick
solids does the photoacoustic signal solely depend on
the specific heat and is independent of the thermal
conductivity of the sample. Their theoretical predic* On leave of absence from the Instituto de Estudos Avancados,
Centro Tecnico Aerospacial, 12200 S.J. Campos, SP, Brazil

tion was further shown to be in reasonable agreement
with experimental photoacoustic data on single crystalline CrC13 between 15 and 10K and on MnF
around 68 K. From the work of these authors it is
apparent that microphone-gas coupled PAS can be
used to study specific heat transitions only in transparent and semi-transparent materials, due to the thermally thick requirement. Opaque materials could also be
investigated, in principle, provided appropriately high
beam modulation frequencies are used. In practice gas
coupled PAS at those high frequencies (typically kHz
and MHz range) is virtually impossible due to very
poor signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) and microphone
frequency response limitations,
Etxebarria et al. [7, 9] have shown theoretically, using
the Jackson and Amer's theory [11], and experimentally, that the piezoelectric photoacoustic signal is a
function of sample specific heat only, and independent
of thermal conductivity, in the optically and thermally
thick limits. This observation is indicative of further
restrictions on the opacity of the sample, in addition to
the high modulation frequency requirements similar to
the gas-coupled PAS.
In this work we present the first application of
Photopyroelectric Spectroscopy (PZES) [12-14] to the
study of temperature-dependent phase transitions in
solids. In particular, we demonstrate the usefulness of
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this technique to specific heat-data acquisition around
the transition temperature for powdered samples exhinting first- and second-order transitions. Both
theoretical and experimental results indicate the capability of PZES to measure specific heat profiles, using
very simple experimental apparatus compared to other
methods, while relaxing the often-too-stringent requirement of thermally thick and either transparent or
opaque solids.

where fo is the light intensity modulation frequency, Lp
is the pyroelectric film thickness (= 28 gm), and % = 5.4
• 10 -8 m2/s. Inequality (5) shows that an experiment
is well within the transducer thermally thick region for
chopping frequencies fo>>20Hz. In the transducer
thermally thin limit the theory [141 produces an
expression similar to (1) with Lp replacing 1/ap inside
the first set of brackets9
Equation (1) simplifies considerably for optically
opaque solids

V(coo) = A(rl~/ap) [kfl~ sinh(a~Ls)1-1
1. Theoretical

We assume a one-dimensional system geometry [14]
and an optically opaque pyroelectric transducer. This
assumption is well founded for the Kynar TM polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF or PVF2) thin transducer
films coated with nickel and exposed to He-Ne laser
light at 632.8 nm in our experiments [15]. Taking into
account the fact that the samples used in this work
were optically opaque powders, the photopyroelectric
theory [141 predicts the following expression for the
pyroelectric voltage:

V@%)
~- 2A ( k s ( f l ~ z ) a p) (b~or~+ l )/[ (b~g+ l ) (bp~+ 1)
9exp(a~L~) + (b~o- 1) (bp~- 1) e x p ( - a~L~)],

(1)

where

A - plo/2Keo,

(2)

b~j=_k~adkjaj,

(3)

r~= fl~/cr, ;

(4)

p is the pyroelectric coefficient of the detector, Io is the
intensity of the incident radiation on the sample, K is
the dielectric constant of the detector and eo the
permittivity constant of vacuum; k~ is the thermal
conductivity of the ith material and o-, is the material's
complex thermal diffusion coefficient [10]; fl~,t/~,L~ are
the sample optical absorption coefficient, nonradiative quantum efficiency and thickness, respectively. For photopyroelectric cells with solid-air coupling b~o ~>1 and for opaque samples Ir~l"> 1 [101. Using
P V F 2 parameters [161 and assuming crystalline
silicon:

bp~= kva~,/k~a~=

kp~z~12/k~c~ 112 = 9.6 x 10- 2 ~ 1,

(6)

If the solid is thermally thin, such as is the case at low
frequencies, expansion of the sinh in (6) and retention
of the first term only yields
B
V[(c~o; Cs(T)] = co2/aC~(T) ,

S-=const

(7)

for frequencies such that the transducer is thermally
thick; and
B'
V[o~o; C~(T)] = c, oC~(T) ; B ' - const
(8)
for frequencies such that the transducer is thermally
thin. Equations (7 and 8) show the advantage of PZES
over PAS as a method for the direct measurement of
the specific heat of the thermally thin sample, Cs(T), at
low frequencies where large SNRs are expected. Equations (7, 8) are to be compared to the PAS signal [3]
B"((9~
Oleo0; T] = [C~(T)ks(T)ll/2

(9)

for thermally thick samples, at high frequencies.
Equations (7, 8) must be multiplied by a temperature
dependent function f(T), accounting for the thermal
response of the p2ES cell, which must be determined
experimentally [3]. Therefore, in general
V[coo; C~(T)1 = const(aJo) [f(T)/C~(T)1.
To determine f ( T ) the PZES response of a sample with
known thermal behavior is required. In our experiments we used a (100) silicon wafer, n-type, as the
reference. The normalized value for f ( T ) can be
calculated then from the photopyroelectric signal Vsi;
and from the relation:

f (T)=- f-(T-~f)

\Vs~T~-~f)]\ ~ , ]

where at is the thermal diffusivity of material (i). It
ought to be mentioned that (1) is strictly valid in the
limit of thermally thick pyroelectric film [14]. This
condition is satisfied when

using the values of Csi(T ) available in the literature
[17, 18]. T~ofwas chosen to be the room (laboratory)
temperature throughout the duration of our experiments. Equation (10) can be written in the normalized
form

fo>>a/xL z ,

f ( T ) = Vsi(T) 9Csi(T) 9

(5)

(11)
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When a material specimen is substituted for the
reference silicon crystal, (11) becomes

f ( r ) = V~(T). cs(r).

(12)

Now, (11, 12) can be solved for the quantity of interest,
Cs(T):

(13)

cs(r) = f ( r ) / v , ( r ) = FVsi(T)/V,(T)]Csi(T).

All the quantities on the right-hand side of (13) can
either be measured photopyroelectrically, or have
known literature values. Equation (13) is to be compared to its photoacoustic counterparts [3, 6]:

C,(T). k,(T)= [~F(T)/Q,(T)] z

(14)

where F(T) is a temperature dependent function of the
thermal response of a gas-coupled PAS cell, and Q,(T)
is the photoaconstic signal.

2. Experimental
The materials chosen to demonstrate the ability of
P2ES to monitor structural phase transitions in solids
were powders of 0.6 at.-% Al-doped vanadium oxide,
VzO4:A1, and Rochelle Salt, NaKC4H406.4HzO.
These materials were selected because they exhibit
first-order [19] and second-order [20] phase transitions, respectively, in the temperature range between
270-350 K, which was most convenient to implement
into our experimental apparatus.
The experimental system used for our experiments was
essentially the same as the one described previously
[13]. The main difference here was the use of an
aluminum p2ES cell, instead of teflon, for improved
electromagnetic shielding of the pyroelectric circuit as
required for optimal SNRs, and rapid absorption and
distribution of heat throughout the cell mass as needed
for the steady-state temperature dependent experiments. The aluminum cell was further supplied
with a YS144108 Precision teflon covered thermistor
in order to measure the sample compartment temperature approximately 5 mm above the 28 pm thick PVFz

pyroelectric film transducer/sample holder. The
sample compartment was isolated from environmental
temperature fluctuations with a screw-on plexiglas
cover, which was transparent to the Uniphase
1101 lmW He-Ne laser acting as the exciting light
source. The cell was heated up to a pre-determined
temperature after calibration, in a non-contact fashion
using radiant heat from a CGE red bowl-hardglass
brooder lamp. The intensity of the radiation was
controlled via a Superior Electric Co. 117T Powerstat
Variac.
In order to achieve the expected low temperatures
required for a phase transition in Rochelle Salt from
monoclinic to rhombic (T~r= 296 K [20]) below the
ambient temperature, the cell was placed in an ice bath
and was slowly heated by the brooder lamp until the
desired temperature was reached. The cell exhibited
transient heating upon shining the lamp for ca. 1 h until
steady state was achieved, with shorter transients at
high temperatures, as shown in Fig. 1.
The (100)Si reference crystal used in this work was
placed in the sample chamber on carefully flattened
PVF2 film to maximize the direct contact area. Furthermore, to evaluate the importance of air gaps
between sample and transducer, another experiment
was performed with the same wafer and a thermal
compound thin film interface between sample and
transducer to reduce the interracial thermal resistance.
Frequency-dependent P2ES signals obtained from
these two experiments showed substantial enhancement from the sample with the thermal compound and
an essentially rigid shift of the signal with no change in
the frequency response, as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore,
no evidence of signal distortion from interfacial
thermal resistances was found and the rest of our
experiments were performed without the thermal
compound, as satisfactory SNRs could be easily
achieved at low light modulation frequencies. Figure 3
shows the PZES amplitude as a function of chopping
period, lifo, for Si. The curve exhibits a change in slope
and a "knee" at approximately 125 Hz____fo---240 Hz.
This frequency range is consistent with the calculated
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Fig. 1. Temporal response to temperature step
inputs of aluminum P2ES cell. (To: initial
temperature; TI: final temperature)
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and Vsi(T) being the amplitude of the PZES signal at
fo = 32 Hz. At this frequency, condition (5) and Fig. 3
show that both sample and PVF2 detector are thermally thin, silicon also being optically opaque. The
fulfilment of these conditions does validate (11) on
which the accurate determination of f(T) depends.
Figure 5 shows the PZES vs. chopping period behavior
Of VzO4:A1 (Fig. 5a), and Rochelle Salt (Fig. 5b).
W~thin the frequency span of the experiment
(10Hz-lkHz) the signal amplitude from V204 :A1
exhibits two regions: the low frequency region
(fo<30Hz) with V(coo)OCcoo1+~ and the high frequency region (fo > 35 Hz) where V(co0)oc coo t. 5+ 0.2.
The "knee" could not, unfortunately, be directly related
to sample thickness, because the latter was a thin layer
ofV204 : A1 powder with variable thickness from site to
site. The frequency response of the powdered thin layer
of Rochelle Salt, however, showed no "knee", with
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Fig. 5. (a) Photopyroelectric amplitude vs. f0- i for 0.6 at.-% AIdoped V204 at 632.8 nm excitation. The "knee" occurs at ca.
35 Hz. Co) Same plot for Rochelle Salt
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sample transition frequency from thermally thin to
thermally thick at ca. 150Hz (%i=l.06cm2s-1,
Lsi = 480 I~m).
Figure 4 shows the measured thermal factor, f(T), of
the cell using (11), with Csi(T) calculated from 1-17, 18]
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Figure 7 is a similar plot for Rochelle Salt. The peak is
centered at ca. 291 _ 2 K with a F W H M of 4.5K.
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3. Discussion
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Fig. 7. Normalized p2ES signal amplitude vs. T for ferroelectric
NaKC4H40 6" H 2 0 (Rochelle Salt); fo = 12 Hz. T~= 2914- 2 K

V(~oo)occooa-+~176(Fig. 5b). It was concluded, therefore, that both samples were thermally thin below ca.
35 Hz, and, in accordance with the theory [14], the
PVFz transducer was also thermally thin. A constant
chopping frequency of 12 Hz was subsequently used to
monitor the P Z E S signal through the phase transition
temperatures. The use of this and vicinal frequencies
validates (13) and renders PZES to a specific heat
measuring method.
Figure 6 is a plot of f(T)/V~(T) vs. T for V204 : A1.
According to (13) this plot should be directly related to
the specific heat of this material normalized by its value
at 294 K. Data from Fig. 4 were used in the calculation
of f(T). Figure 6 shows a rather narrow but wellcharacterized peak centered at ca. 319-t-1K, with a
F W H M of ca. 4 K.

Pure VzO 4 has been known to crystallize in a tetragonal rutile structure above a transition temperature
T~of ca. 340 K [19]. This is a first, order transition with
a discontinuity in the value of the specific heat
involving a latent heat estimated at 1020 4- 5 cal/mole
of VzO4. Above T~the material behaves as a metal with
a tetragonal structure with nearly regular oxygen
octahedra sharing edges along the c-axis. At temperatures below T~, the structure becomes monoclinic as
vanadium pairing occurs along the pseudorutile c-axis
[21]. In this temperature region g z O 4 behaves electrically as a semiconductor. When V20 4 is doped with A1,
the T~ decreases nonlinearly with increasing atomic
percent of aluminum. According to phase diagrams by
Reyes et al. [21], T~for our 0.6 at.-% Al-doped V204 is
322 K, in very good agreement with the position of the
photopyroeleetric peak of Fig. 6. Siqueira et al. [3],
using an experimentally much more involved
temperature-controlled photoacoustic apparatus than
our simple set-up, have plotted the PAS signal vs.
temperature for a 0.8at.-% Al-doped VO2 sample.
According to (14) this signal was proportional to the
product of the specific heat and the thermal conductivity of the sample through the phase transition temperature, 320 K [3, 21]. The experimental results of these
authors show a change in the slope of the otherwise
monotonically increasing Cs(T). K~(T) vs. T curve at
that temperature. We believe that the existence of a
sharp transition peak in the P z E S spectrum of Fig. 6
can locate T~more accurately than the slope c~ange in
the data of Siqueira et al. [3].
The Rochelle Salt is a ferroelectric material undergoing
a spontaneous polarization transition of the second
order, which does not involve a latent heat but a
discontinuity in the specific heat only [20]. The
structure of this salt changes from monoclinic to
rhombic above the transition temperature of 296 K
[22]. There has been a further transition observed
fi'om monoclinic to rhombic below 255 K [22]. In the
temperature range of our experiments, Fig. 7, the
observed transition temperature T~=291_+2K is
somewhat lower than Halblfitzel's early work. The
discrepancy could be traced in many factors, such as
the fact that in his work the T~ was determined from
plots of the logarithm of the dielectric constant of the
material vs. T. Further, the powdered nature of our
samples and the positioning of the thermistor ca.
5 mm above the sample surface may be easily responsible for temperature discrepancies of up to 5 K.
Lastly, the accuracy of temperature measuring ap-
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paratus in those studies done approx, half a century
ago, such as is the case with Halbliitzel's work, m a y
very well be suspect.

4. Conclusions
In this paper we have described the first applications of
PZES to structural phase transitions of first and
second-order in powdered solids. The principal merits
of the technique appear to be a) the simplicity of the
experimental apparatus compared to temperaturedependent measurements using PAS; and b) the dependence of the thermally thin p2ES signal directly on
C~(T). This feature is a distinct advantage over PAS
and renders this technique to a direct method of
measuring specific beat of solids which m a y be difficult
or impossible to measure otherwise, such as opaque
powders, polycrystalline solids etc. The main limitation of our method appears to be the rather restrictive
temperature range within which PVF2 can be safely
used without being damaged: m a x i m u m operating
temperature is 80-120~
m i n i m u m recommended
temperature is - 4 0 ~ [16]. Other pyroelectrics m a y
be used, of course, if an increased temperature span
response is required.
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